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Corrigenda [Ano93f, Ano95a, Ano13a]. Corrigendum [Ano77a, Ano95b, Ano01b, Ano14a, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano17a, Wil87c, Wil09].

Corrispondente [Lat12]. Corrispondenza [Gin87c]. Corsican [HAG94a, HAG95a, TBSKO06]. Corsuno [RA18]. Cosmic [Car86, Dic06, Dic13b, How05, Kaj07, Kra07c, Mes15, Mit13, Tho87, Fre14, Hos83a, McC13b, Woo88].

Cosmographies [Ben14b, Rem15].

Cosmique [Gra07a]. Cosmo [Omo11a].

Cosmogony [Bru78b, Bru78c, Jun71, Llo09, Dra73, Hos72, Llo09]. Cosmographia [dA74]. Cosmographical [Hor82].

Cosmographicum [Ait86, Wil82].

Cosmography [Jor94, Mos10, Mos11].

Cosmológica [Hei14a, Gra12a].

Cosmological
[Axw17, Gin14, Hor82, Hos06a, Rot17, Rus74a, Rus74b, Ryu09, Har13, Hos78a].

Cosmológico [Sha99b]. cosmologie [Har85].

Cosmologies [Kra12]. cosmologiques [Hos78a]. Cosmologists [Liv16].

Cosmology
[Apt89, Bec10, Ben81a, Ben13, Ber97a, Car08, Cau08, CB05, Don09, Eis96, Eis01, Ell08, Fek13, God06, Gra14a, Had84, Har92, Har84, Har85, Hay81, Hen08, Hol03, Hoo87, Hos70, Hos78a, Hos85c, Hos87, Hos97b, Ken94, Kra95, Kra10, Mar03, Mc05, O888, Pal84, Rag85, Rya09, Sla94a, Sch78, SIN85, Sha94a, Sha99b, Ste88, SK97, Tr97, vdW90, Far05, Jar90, Apt89, Ben13, Bla97, Eis96, Ell08, Gre99, Gre09, Har92, Hay81, Hos95b, Kai07, Kra07b, Mar12a, McC83a, Mc605, Smi98].

Cosmonauts [Ano15f, Ger17, Ger14, Neu13]. Cosmos [Dan12b, DeV07, Eas96, Ell08, G14, Gra00, Har92, Hol03, Lon06, Mal15, McC13c, KHM+12, Dev07, Eas96, Gra97, Gra00, Tur90a, Wes93, Rug99, Dan12a, Mit13, Nec71, Rom06, Sch82].

Cosmovisions [Hos06a, Mcc98]. Cost [Rot17, Har13].

coucher [BN81]. couchers [Pin81]. coude [Wei82a].

Council [Ped83]. Count [Gen96].

Counter [Mii80, P08, TH79].

Counter-Argument [Pal08].
Counter-Revolution [Mil80, TH79].
Countries [Azz06]. Country
[Ben84, McK78]. Couple [Gin84d]. Court
[Sha94b]. Courtier [Sha94b]. Couvertes
[Hos07c, SK08]. Covering [Don88b].
Cracking [Mel09, Sch11]. Cracovie
[Gin87c]. Cracow [Mel89, Pou85, Dob99b,
Hil77, Kre07a, Pou85]. Craft [M¨ul10].
Craftsmanship [Tur71b]. Craftsmen
[Don98, Tur71b]. Crater [Hoy84, Mar89].
Craters [Hom72, Hoy81, Lan80, Mar89].
Created [Van95b]. Creating
[And00, Ben14a, Lon15]. Creation
[Gen00c, Gre09, Hea94, Lie02, Moe75,
Tip88b, Bru78a]. Creator [Sha87a, Yeo02].
Credentialling [Gin13c]. Credit
[Sha07c]. Cremona [Eva92]. Crescent
[FSAD99, Gau14, Hog88, Kin88]. Crete
[PHP92, PHP93]. Crime [Moe80]. Crisis
[And00, Ben14a, Lon15]. Crisis
[Gen00c, Gre09, Hea94, Lie02, Moe75,
Tip88b, Bru78a]. Creator [Sha87a, Yeo02].
Criteria [McC03]. Criterion
[FSAD99, Gau14]. Criticism
[Bar99]. Critique
[Blä14, Eva88, Sal94a, Top03, Sal94b].
Croats [Mul84]. Croatian [Mul82].
Croats [Mul84]. Crocodiles [Loc90].
Cromlechs [TT73a]. Cross [Bre11, Mul82,
Rec11, RS84, Rug04, Wes96, Bre11].
Cross-Cultural [Bre11, Rug04, Bre11].
Crossing [Ste05]. Crossover [SP12].
Crossroads
[Kre05, McC83a, McC07, Rav73]. Croton
[Tau96]. Crystals [Had84]. CS1040
[Bel14a]. Cullen [Qua17]. cultivated
[Rem15]. Cultivation [Eis85]. Cultural
[Ald09, Ano84a, Are97, Bel09b, Bre11,
Ger17, GG14, Han09a, Mal15, Mit13, Rug04,
Ste05, Str16b, Wal13, HE82, Bre11].
Culture [Ald97, Ano94c, Bee71, DeV02a,
Eva99, GHS08, God13, Gre99, Hos85d,
Jar98, Mit13, MJT03, Omo17, Rem11, Sal97,
Sch01c, Sha94b, Smi94c, Rav72, Goe09,
Jon06b, RC11, Sul02]. Cultures
[Gran1, Hos96, Hos00a, Nor06, Rug04,
Wal99, Bro90, MC07]. Cum
[Cha15a, She74]. Cummian [Nor92b].
Cumulative
[Ano72b, Ano79c, Ano89b, Hos83b].
Cuneiform [Hun18, Jon91a]. Cunningham
[Mir17]. Curate [Gin05c]. Curiosities
[Ben93a, Rag16a]. Curiosity [Bra90].
Curious [Eis06, Gle07]. Current
[Jas96b, Fat00, McC07]. currsum [Hus13].
Curtis [Gin13a, Hos76c, Ste90b]. Curved
[Ruf71]. Customs [HAG95c]. Cuzco
[Fin08]. cxvi [Cen14]. cxxxv [Ano15f].
Cycle [Cha02, Gin92c, Hos95a, McC93,
GB95, Gin92c]. Cycles [Sch84a, Sch84b].
Cygni [Ser90]. Cylinder [AS97]. Cyriacus
[Sal76].
D [BS92, CWW17, Gin99a, Hos00c, Sha14,
Sul14, Ano15f]. Din [Sal94b, Ves73]. Dacia
[Nor86]. Dag [BG10]. Dahshur [BM15].
d’Ailly [Mal97]. Daily [Sch01c]. D’a’ire
[Kin79]. D’aire-yi [Kin79]. Dal [Ano06a].
D’Alembert [Wil03, Wil03]. Dalen
[Bel14a]. d’Alexandrie
[Eva88, Eva01, Pin80]. Dall’Olmo
[Ano80j, UC17]. Damascus [Sal87]. Dan
[Wlo15]. Dana [Nau98]. Danica [Has87].
Daniel [Hoy84, Num73, Wil15]. Danish
[CEK11]. dans
[Bir74, Bla01, Kus10, Llo80, Par85].
Daramona [MH88]. Dargestellt [Voe02].
Dario [Oos15]. Dark
[Sco16, Van14b, Fre14, Mes15]. Darkness
[Kra13, Lan82, Tip88a]. Darstellung
[Kre82]. Darwinian [Hen08]. Dash [Smi81].
d’Astronomie [Eva01, Rag92, Cha00].
Data
[Ext92, FSAD99, Gau14, KY95, Not15a].
Datchet [Ash03]. Date
[BG10, Car17a, Moe75, Ver12, Kno97].
datées [HRVM13]. Dates
Dilemma [Plo77]. Dillingen [Gin96c].
Dillon [Hod77]. Dimensions
[Pan09a, Tho87, How02]. Din
[Ack05, Ken94]. Dintorni [Pan09b]. Dion
[Loc93]. Dionysian [Ter84]. Dionysos
[Loc89]. Diplomacy [Lüt00]. Diplomatie [Blu13]. Diptych
[Tau94]. Direction
[Mel89, Moz13a, Rag01]. Directions
[Bro91a, Das15, Gau12]. Director
[Hor74, Ren89]. Disappointments
[Hor14b]. Discipline
[Tay10a]. Disciplines
[Ave95, Jar09b]. Discontents [dA17].
Discourse [Olo04]. Discover [Eva09b].
Discovered [Moo94, Rus02, Str16a, Wil07]. Discoverer
[Rea92]. Discoverers
[Ben76a, Kra11]. Discovers
[Gal09, Pas03a]. Discovering
[Rea84, Smi15]. Discoveries
[Ash81, Bee06, Bou12, CVO11, Cun16, Dic82, Eva93a, For71a, Gin70b, Gol02b, GB09, Hoc92, HW07, Hol09, Hos75, Hos76c, Hos83a, Hos03a, How05, HS92, Jon04, Lru82, Mea70b, Mil08, Mir17, Nau08, Pal01, Pass03b, Plo77, Pum11, Rea81, Ser90, SL83, Smi83, Smi97, Wes94, Bra90, Dob79, Hir85, Hos05a, Mil04, Mir17, Wil97].
Discuss [Ped15]. Discussion
[Gar11b, Wil95]. Disbeing
[Ben76a, Kra11]. Discontinuities
[Wei82a]. Displays
[ECT10]. Disputations
[Sha12]. Dispute
[Ser13]. Dissemination
[Rot90]. Dissertatio
[She74]. Dissertation
[Kre81a].
Dissertations
[Ano70g, Ano70h, Ano71k, Ano72h, Ano72i, Ano75a, Ano77k, Ano80a, Ano80e, Ano82l]. Dissolution
[Gin85c, Gra00]. Distance
[Fea00, Rag01, VB01, Smi79]. Distances
[Byr11, KH73, Kre93, Tho87]. Distant
[Ome79, Spa04]. Distinguished
[War80, Woo87]. Disziplingeschichte
[Kre82]. Diversity
[Dav09]. Divided
[An90]. Dividing
[Ben91a]. Divination
[Jon06b, Swe13, Eva02]. Divinatory
[Hen15a]. Divini
[Tur84]. Divinity
[Coh95].
Ephemerides
[Wil86b, Coh86a, Siv10, DK96]. Ephemerides
[Cle71, Gin91b, HS81, Kel83, Moe83, CS02a, Kok98, LS05, Ste02a]. Epicureans
[Bon07]. Epicycle
[Moz14, Pin71b, vdW74]. Epicycles
[Mor08]. Epilogue
[BSF08]. Episode
[Dob99b]. Episodes
[Duk08, Ber89, Gin92]. Erasmus
[OT13]. Eratosthenes
[Jon02]. Erde
[Voe02]. Erdgestalt
[For83]. Erfahrung
[Ano06a]. Erkenntnis
[Ano06a]. Erforschung
[Ash79b]. Ergo
[Ham06]. Erhard
[Kle14]. Eric
[Lep14, Ano91b]. Eriu3en
[Ano01c]. Ersatz
[Ber89, Gap15]. Errata
[Ano97c, Ano97b, Ano01c, Ano05a, Ave06, Gin81d]. Erratum
[Ano78b, Ano04a, Ano04b, MS05]. Error
[Gin03g, MS04, MS05]. Errors
[Bro88a, Gol77, Kri93, She90]. Erschöpfliche
[Gin76]. Erschütterungen
[Lit00]. Etudes
[Cha09, Har85]. Études
[Gol11, Gol12, Eva01]. Étymologies
[Pin88]. Euch
[Kre86]. Euclid
[Gin03b, TH79, Gin03b]. Eudoxan

Found [Bec10, Ben93b, Eis06, Gle07]. Foundations [For74a, Edm98]. Found [Eis96, Hat04, Llo94, Omo11a, Qua17, Swe99a, Swe04a, Cal17, Bel09b]. Founder [Big10]. Founding [And00, Dic91a, Edd90, Hea99, Pan10, Pl093, Yeo88]. Four [Ben81b, Duk08, Gin11a, Moz13a, Whi76b]. Four-Foot [Ben81b]. Four-Point [Moz13a]. Fourteenth [Ack05, CG10, Hos95a, Hus12, JTF92, Mol76, Nor83, Not15a, Not15b, Pin98]. Fourteenth-Century [Ack05, Hos95a, Hus12, Nor83, Not15a, Pin98]. Fourth [TT77, De 14]. Fra [Hol03]. Fracastoro [dB95]. Fragment [CS14, TF16, Yac14]. Fragments [FJ11, Sym02]. Frame [Pal84]. francaise [Pou96]. France [Bla01, Hos00b, Ler06, Aub16, Che99, Gin88b, Hos00b, Hos02c, Hat83, Rap11b]. Francesca [Sha94a]. Franco [RC16]. Francois [Sha75]. Frank [Ost07]. Frankfurt [Gin97a]. Frans [Kin02a]. Franz [Bru87, Bur15, Mes11]. Fraud [Van97]. Fred [Lon06, Han12]. Free [Ram16]. Freese [Mes15]. Freestanding [Hos04c]. French [Dea94, Tur07, Ait86, Bau86, Bir74, Bla01, BH12, BN81, Cha72, CT86, Dea94, Feu75, Ler80, Nau17, Pan10, PP82, Par85, Pou83, PS98, Sha17, Van14b, Wei82a, dV91]. Fresh [Ext92, Gin05d, Wei82b]. Freundlich [Hen92]. Friedhelm [Ano15f]. Friedrich [Smi94b, Smi94b]. Friedrich [Ano15f, Sch14b, Wil86a]. Friend [Gin07a]. Friendliness [Ano13a, CG13]. friendly [Hen92]. Friendship [Sch07b]. Fringe [Sha14]. Friusius [Ver09, Ver09]. Friuli [AR86]. Frombork [Ave95]. Frontier [Gin01e, Par92, Tat99]. Frontispiece [JLGL14, LGJLF14]. FRS [Rei18, Tür90b]. frühren [Mal90, Sha99a, Ste96, War13]. Frühnehochdeutsche [Gau17]. frühneuzeitlichen [Fei13]. frühzeitlichen [Hei14b]. Fruits [Sne98]. Ft [Edd71b, Mau13]. Fulfill [Ano84b]. Full [Coh86a, Da 04]. Function [Mur95]. Functional [VMV18]. Functions [Hos03b, JR10, McC90]. Fundamental [Swe75]. Fundamentum [Gau17]. Funding [Hos03b]. Funéraires [Hos00b]. Funeral [Cer97]. Funktionen [Ano06a]. Furnace [Gin01g]. Fürst [Ano15f]. Further [CLL+00]. HAG95a, Loc83, Loc89, Loc92, Loc95, Nor00a, PC89, TT75]. Future [Ano71c, Ano76b, Gin00a, Jas96b, Wei90, Eng02]. Fysica [Van98b].

H [Bed10, For81, Gin02d, Lay02, Ost01, Plo93, Too95, Wes97]. habe [Kre86]. habitationibus [Ras13]. Habitations [Ras13]. Habits [Het94]. Habib [GC06b]. Hague [Déb95]. Hahn [Eva17]. Hale
[Hev94, SO00, Ber74]. Half [Bla98b, Way96]. Half-Century [Bla98b, Way96]. Hall [Don98]. Halley [Arm70, Sch00b, Arm70, Ash81, Bro85, Coo84, Fei95, Gin85g, Gin86a, Hos85a, HD84, Kol92, Mar87, OP89, Sch00b, Waf86a, Waf86b, Wil93, Yaz14, Fei95, Mar87, Tho87, Waf86a]. hallucinati [Kre89]. Hamel [Ano15f, DF14]. Hamilton [Hos84a]. Hamlet [PG72]. Hampshire [Sch15]. Han [Don86, Loh75, Blo78, Don86, Loh75]. Happened [Hos76b]. Hardy [Hen08, Hen08]. Harkins [Wes09a]. Harkness [DOL98]. Harlow [Hos16a]. Harmonia [Hos89b, Rem08]. Harmonic [Coh95]. Harmonie [Dru84]. Harmonies [Dru84]. Harmony [Bon16a, Ste98b, Ste98b]. Harriot [Don86, Loh75, Bro78, Don86, Loh75]. Harris [Ste14]. Harrison [Awt79, Ben93b, Sch99, Atw79]. Hartmann [Gin03e]. Hartner [Bee70, Gin85d]. Hartvig [Ano79a, Harvard [Bel77, Dev14b, Tan94, Bel77, Ell90, Gin88d, Kid90, Mac90, Rob90, Rot90, Sch18, Ste90a]. Harwit [Rot17]. Hattusha [GB11]. Hauptinstrumenten [Sta99]. Hauptsternwarte [Kri97]. Hauptwerke [Kre07b]. Haute [CL05]. Havanat [BBMG03]. Hawking [Bra15, Bra15, Mia12, Bra15]. Hay'a [Rag85]. Haynald [TMG02]. Haytham [Gol73b]. Haytham’s [Kin95a]. Hazards [Ash81]. Headbands [Vai12]. Heads [SM05]. Hearshaw [Henz15b]. Heart [Kra13]. Heaven [Dan2a, Nor94, Rya09, Siv05, Sol09, Whi71, Sha07a, Gra14a]. Heavenly [Far04, Gin03c, Jon06b, Lan89, Sol09, Wes77b, Gle04]. Heavens [Ben13, Bla01, Car97, Cau09, Coh95, Duk10, Eva06, Eva07, Eva09b, Gin01d, Gra09, Gra00, Kun90, Lad10, Ma05, Mol70, Pau95, Pê08, RC11, Sal06, San99, She00b, She87, Ste00a, Tho87, Tûr90b, Voe94, Whi00, Ash87, Bia04, Dun13, Eva05, Rem08, Tho84]. Hebenstreit [JLGL14, LGJLF14]. Hebrew [Gol11, Gol12, Gol89, Gol10b, Lan98, War15]. Hegel [CH92, Kre81a]. Heidelberg [Cro15, Mir17]. Heidelberger [Swe76]. Heinrich [For81, Bre13, Gin07a]. Held [Jas96b, Liv13, Sal97, Whi76b, Ave95]. Helen [Ano95d]. Hélene [Bra15]. Helical [Kol01b]. heliaques [Pin81]. Helical [Sch00a]. Heliocentric [Gol02a, Kul75, Swe17a]. Heliocentricism [Mar14]. Heliocentrism [Dob01, Eas92, Rav72]. heliocentryzm [Rav72]. Helium [Hea15, Nat13]. Helle [Mar75]. hellen [Hub83]. Hellenistic [Gin03b, Th107, F11]. Hemelse [Van02a]. Hemisphere [Orc90]. Hendrik [Gin99e]. Henri [Dob77]. Henry [Lau14, Wis06, D93, KD90, Kin07, Plo77, Wis06, Doe01]. Her [Aub16]. Heraclides [Eas92, Gra14a]. Gerald [Nor08a]. Herausgabe [Kre82]. Herbert [Bar88]. Hercules [Wag92]. Heresy [How05]. Heretic [Tes10]. Heribert [Wes97]. Heritage [And00, Gin11a, Het76a, Hos83a, Lith92]. Herman [Ost01]. Hermes [She79b]. Hermeticism [She79b]. Hero [She79b]. Heroic [Ger17, Neu13, Hoy84]. Herschel [Ash79a, Bec15, Ben13, Cor03, Eva86, Hos04b, Hos08c, Hos11b, Hos13, Maa55, Tri97, Wel94, Ash79a, Ben76b, Ben13, Cor03, Cro08, Eva86, Gin99d, H13, H14, Hos78b, Hos79b, Hos80b, HW81, Hos87, Hos03b, Hos04a, Hos04b, Hos04b, Hos05b, Hos05c, Hos05d, Hos05e, Hos06c, Hos06d, HD06, Hos08c, Hos08e, Hos08g, Hos10a, Hos10b, Hos11b, Hos11c, Hos11d, Hos12b, Hos12c, Hos13, Hos14b, Hos14c, Hos14d, Hos14e,
Hos15a, Hos15c, Hos16b, Hys96, Kra11, LH03, 
Mau13, MBH16, Moc94, Rus02, Sch80, Sch81, 
Spa03, Spa04, Ste14, Sul18, Tur77, Wel94, 
Whi08, Win06, Gin85b, Gin99d, Kra11].

Herschels [Cro08, Ash03, Bec15].

Hertzsprung [Ano83c, Ash79a, Mea85].

Herzog [Gau10].

Hessen [Mos09].

Hessler [Wil15].

Heures [Not15a].

Hevelius [Gin75a, Wil14b, Gin75a, Gre16, Mul10, 
Ruf71, War71, Wil14b, Wlo11, Win99].

Heybech [GC08].

Hi [Bee06].

Hidden [Duk09, Gin03g].

Hieroglyphic [ASS13, Pin74].

Hieronymus [Gin77a].

Hierothesion [BG10].

Hiesca [Nor00b].

High [Bog02, Rug82, Rug83, Sha70, HH84].

Highest [Ost89].

Highland [Ave94].

Highlights [Gin10b].

Hill [CT12, Dic95, RM92, CT12, Wil08a, Wil09].

himlens [Sha07a].

Himmel [Kre86, Ost05b].

Himmelsgloben [Eva06].

Hindu [Pin84, Pin84, Mero3].

Hipparchus [New77, Ano95b, Boun13, GB95, 
Jon91b, Jon02, Sch05a, Sid04, Thiu95].

Hipparchos [Ver13].

Hippocrates [DE00].

Hispanic [ESBG96, ESBG97].

Hispanica [Iwa96].

Hispanofrancesa [Gli88].

Histoire [Eva88, Hos04f, Lan87, Van92, 
Cap12, Hat88, Ler06].

Historia [Ruf10, Tho84, Hos06b, Prz79].

Historian [Jar06, Ber94].

Historians [Ano71c].

Historic [Bec13, Ben87a, Hos05a, Rya71, 
SG16, Tur79a, Van99, Zei86, Ack10].

Historica [Voe03, Ano15f, Klee14].

Historical
[Ano73f, Ano84a, Ano03a, Ano15f, Arm74, 
Ave95, Bel14a, Ber82, BSL86, CM17, Cou18, 
Eis96, Gen96, Gin87a, Gin90e, Gol94, Hos86b, 
How02, LS05, McC89, Mir17, Mor01a, MS04, 
PG79, Rya71, Sch14a, SS16, Shi11, Sis87, 
Smi98, Ste04, Ste90b, SG05, Tau94, Tri03, 
Yeo07, Cun16, Hen92, HE82, MS05, Tri03].

Historicity [BBW97].

Historické [Sch14a].

Historie [Hol03].

Histories
[Kre01, Ano01a].

Historiography [Spe17].

historischen [Eag08a, Eag08b, Kre82].

History
[And90, Ano70b, Ano70g, Ano70h, 
Ano71d, Ano71k, Ano72i, Ano75a, 
Ano75c, Ano77k, Ano80a, Ano80e, Ano821, 
Ano09a, App02, Arm73, Arm74, Bat90, 
Ben91b, Ben99, BS73, Ber97, Bok73, 
Bon11, Bro10, Bru09, Bur10, Cer97, Cha85, 
Cog08, Co097, DeV00a, DeV05, Dev14a, 
Dev79, Dic90, Dic95, Dic06, Dob83a, 
Dob99a, Doe94, Doe00, Doe05, Duk10, 
Duk12, Dup08, Edd80, Emd84, Eis06, Ell90, 
Ell08, Eva92, For82, For83, Gin77d, Gin83b, 
Gin86a, Gin96d, Gin01d, Gin01e, 
Gin02a, Gin12c, Gle04, Gle07, Gol73a, 
Gol87a, Gol72, GB86, Cub88, Han09a, 
Har92, Har72, Har78, Hay81, Hea97, Hei00, 
Her09, Hew74, Hir92, Hir09, Hol03, Hol10b, 
Hos76a, HG80, Hos83a, Hos95b, Hos00c, 
Hos04e, How80, Hug10, Jar14, Kall07].

History [Ken85, KH73, Kulk81, Kun88, 
Lan88, Maf05, Max12, McC13b, Mea85, 
Mer09, ML07, Mor01a, Mos03, Mul84, 
Mul80, Nor88, Nor07, Orc90, Ost92a, Pas14, 
Pin90, PdV85, Prz79, Ram10, Rie13, Ron89, 
Rots80, Rug04, Sam98, Sch82, Sch70, Sis87, 
Siv89, Sni81, Sni89, Sni92, Sni97, Sni09b, 
Smi12, Ste98a, SF93, SGDO02, SG09, Sul99, 
Tao9, Ten00, Tur71b, Tur75, Tur79a, Tur84, 
UL95, Van92, Van98c, Van02b, Ver13, Voe01, 
Voe03, WW71, Wel84, Wes90, Whi92, Wil97, 
Wil88, Wil04, Wil05a, Yeo88, vdW17, Lin04, 
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Sta10, Ste05, Way96, Wos88].

Hitherto [Don73c].

Hittite [GB11].

Hoary [Hir09].

Hoax [Rus02].

Hochschulschriften
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Hodierna
[Cov15, Jon86, SIN85, Ser88, Ser88].

Hof [Sha99a].

Holbein [Cam02].
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[Ost84b, Ost84c]. Hole
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[Sch79, Sch11, Sch07b]. Holland
[Hut12, Hal03]. Hollow
[Lau14]. Holograph
[Mul82, Swe86a, Hoo84, How08]. Homer
[Pow88, Gen19a]. hommes [IV91].
Homocentric
[Sha89, Swe72, Swe92b, Swe17c]. Hong
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[Gen99b, Whi76b]. Honoured
[Val99]. Homer [Pow88, Gen19a]. hommes [IV91].
Hope [Eva86, Hea99, Rot80, War78].
Hopewellian [HH84, Hopi]
[McC77, McC90]. Hopkins [Gan15].
Horace [Van14b]. Horizon [Ext92, Mor97]. Horizons
[Rec81, Rec81]. horloge [Pou83].
Horlogerie [Nor82]. Hors [Bec00, Bec13, Mor80].
Horology [Ben99]. Horoscope [Kol01a].
Horoscopes [Ano04a, Gin90a, Jon97, Swe04c, Gin90a, Nor07]. Horoscopic
[Ano04a, Gin90a, Nor07]. Horoscopy [Jon06b].
Horrocks [Gin05c, Wil87c, AH83, Gin05c, Gin05c, Gra13a, Sta11, Wil87d, Gra13a].
Horský [Gin18]. Horst [Hei14b]. Hoskin
[Bec15, Ano17c]. Hotaling [Ano95a]. Hours
[Sch18]. House [MH88]. Houzeau [Dew87].
Howard [War98]. Howse [Ano98a]. Hoyle
[Han12, Lon06, Han12, Lon06, Ros73].
Hrvata [Mul84]. Hubble
[Dev96, Gin92a, Huff96a, Mc613e, Tat09, Gin92a, HB71b, HB71a, HB92, Hos97b, Huff06a, Mc613e, Tat09, Hos97b, Tri97].
Hudson [Had84]. Huelva [RH00]. Huggins
[Aub12, Aub12, Bec00, Bec01, Bec13, Mor80].
Hugo [Nor99]. Human
[Ber89, Bro10, McC99]. Humanismus
[Sha99a]. Humanist [Gen91d, Sha95].
Humanistische [Sha85]. Humanists
[Don98]. Humans [Ger17]. Humboldt
[For81, For81]. Hundred [Eis88a, Gin84b, Gin11a, ML14, Whi76b, GMW80].
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Observed [Apt99, Bou13, Coy07, GC99, Pan12, Ste00b, Wil97, Bec99a]. Observer [An01b, Hos05b, Hut12, Sch01a, Ash82]. Observers [Smi12]. Observing [Ben14a, Cro00, Nas13, Pan94b, Pan95, Van15, Wlo87, ZIJ99, Hos11b, Kes15]. Obsession [Sch07b]. Occhiale [GV03]. Occidens [Gin85d, Bec71]. Occident [Ler11b, Ste05]. Occidental [Hos08b]. Occidem [Hos00b, Hat88]. Occult [Par86]. Occultation [GC99, Ste00b]. Occultations [MS85, MHS17, SB12]. Ocean [How88, Ost04]. Octants [Ree11]. Octogenarian [Ber70]. Oddi [Rem11]. Odyssey [Gin03g, Had84]. Æouvres [Pou96, Rag92, Wil03]. off [Eva13, Jar91a]. Office [Rot01, How08, Rot01]. Offset [PC87]. Offusius [GD93]. Ohio [HH82, McC85]. ohne [Mos86]. Oklahoma [Gin77d, Gin77d, Sal97]. Olaf [Nor98]. Olber [Sch70]. Olbers [Har92, CO13, Hos85c, Jak70, Sch70, Tip88a, Tip88b, Har92]. Old [Ber97a, Dob00, Eva09b, Hig12a, Jor94, Kru83, Mul82, Ste12a, Zso10, Bel01b]. Oldest [Hos04e, SM05, Sta04]. Olschki [Oos15]. Olsztyn [SW18]. Omar [Kes15]. ombre [Par85]. Omens [Gin88a, Ste99, Ste06a]. Omnia [Hat08, Hus13, Gin08]. Omocentriche [Swe92b]. One [Eis88a, Gle04, Llo11, OT13, Goo09]. Online [Ban12]. Ontologies [Mal15]. Onus [Sch15]. Oort [Gin99c, Pan82, Gin99c, Pan82]. Open [Gen90a]. Opera [Gin78b, Hat08, Her72, Hus13, Nor86, Gin08]. Operation [Gra97, Rug95]. Operone [Gin10a, Ser88]. Óptica [Ano15f, Mal10]. Optical [O'D06, Sha02]. Optician [Eel74]. Optics [CM17, Dij09, Dup14, Lin07, Lüt00, Max12, McC91, Sha02, Dew70, Gin97b, Mor08, Sha02]. Opticus [dCo1]. Optik [Dij09, Dup08]. Optiker [Ost05b]. Optimism [Eis01]. optisches [dCo1]. Orbit [Don73c]. Orbital [Moz13b, Moz13c]. orbites [Kre81a]. Orbits [Ruf10, VWH97, Don93]. orbium [Eva00, Gin77a]. Orbs [Eas96, Gin04b, Ano83b, Jar81]. ordens [Rya71]. Order [How05, Lat00, LG12, Mer92]. Ordering [Cau08]. Oresme [Lin07, Lin07].
Organisation [Hos78a]. organized [Ave95]. Organizing [Ano95g]. Oriel [Spe80]. Orient [Ste05]. Oriental [Siv89, Ste94]. Orientalist [Nor80]. Orientation [AZB02, Bel01b, BS06, BSF08, BGP13, CKE11, GZB14, GGCF06, Haas84, HK82, Hos91b, Kin95b, SP82, SB05, SBF07b, SBF07a]. Orientations [Ano04b, AR00, Bel01a, Bor98, Che99, EBR+01, GB10, GGCF03, HH90, HN91, Hos92b, HAG94a, HAG94b, HAG95a, HAG95b, HZ97, HP98, HMA+98, HP99, HS99, HVT+01, Hos02c, Hos03c, Hos07b, Hos07c, Hos08h, Iun02, Le 08, Le 09, Lil89, Mar02, NR14, PHP92, PHP93, PH94, PRA87, RBH00, RH00, SK08, Sau00, SHV92, TBSKO06, TSH92, ZHG996, ZBO4, Zed05]. Origanus [Omo11b]. orígens [Ano15f, Mal10]. Origin [Dic13b, Duk05, Eva87b, Eva87c, Gen92b, God06, Gol02a, Hom72, Ler05, Mul80, PC87, Pin71b, Pin73b, Sch04a, Sch05a, Sch04b, Swe74a, Wil87d, BF13, Pan15, Wil87c]. Original [Jak72b, Kei10, Swe86c, Van71b, Whi71, Van71a]. Originality [Bar05]. origines [Har85]. Origini [Cen14]. Origins [Ave97, Bec01, Bon07, Bon09b, Cen17, Dog87, Eva93b, Gin90e, Gin01c, Gin01g, Gin02b, Gin12c, Gra07a, Hos85c, Hos10a, Jar91b, Ler06, Mac15, McC11, Pan88, Ped81, Spec13, Wil84, Zuej11, vdW90, Chi16, Smi79, Edd82, Liv13, Pin73a]. Orkney [TT73b]. Orleans [Dew87]. Oronce [Pan10, Rap11b, Rap11b]. Oroscopi [Jon97]. Orr [Num72]. Orthodox [Sev00]. Orthodoxo [Sev00]. OSCURAIT [UC116]. Osmanli [Hei00]. Osservatorio [Can12]. Other [Bro83, Lai14, Par92, UCI16, Ave05, Ber94, Bow10, Bra90, Cro12, DeV85a, Hei12, Ric07, Sol09, Str99]. Otrazhenii [Wer10]. Ottawa [Jar91b]. Otto [DeV89, Hos80a, Roc17, Jon15, KI10, Swe93, KI10]. Ottoman [Hei00, Hei00]. Our [Arm73, Bia04, Cro12, Dev14b, Dic13b, Hos75, Lad10, Hut13]. Ours [Bro83]. Outer [Rea84]. Outline [Dev05, Doe05, Hol03, Pal84, Ros81, Sam98, Tau09]. Outstanding [Gin12a]. Oval [Don73c, Don96, Don93]. Ovalis [Dav09]. Overseas [Dea94]. Overview [BSF08, Dic91b, Hos02d, Rug07, Wil05a, vG05]. Ovid [McM01, McM01]. Ovidian [McM01]. Owe [Gin85f]. Owen [Jar90]. Own [Arm73, Gib82, Gin00c, Sha12]. Oxbow [Kru17]. Oxford [Kru17, Smi96, Ano94a, Ano96a, Car00, CG16, CG18, Hos96, Spe80, Vic85]. Oxygen [Plo77]. Oxyrhynchus [Gol00]. P [Eva87a, Mer06, New77, Sul14, OP89]. P [Jon16, TF16]. P/Halley [OP89]. PA [Ano15f]. Padua [Cha07, Ves98, Tur75]. Page [GV03]. Pages [Vai12]. Painting [Cam02, Ste00a]. Países [Hos06b]. Pakal [Cog08]. Palenque [Ros82a, Cog08, Cog08]. Palermo [Chi09]. Palgrave [Ano15f]. Pallas [Bon12]. Palmyra [Loc95]. Palomar [Yav99, Ost97b, Ost98]. Pamyatniki [Rya71]. Pantelleria [TSH92]. Paper [Kre11, Ano15f, Bec15, Bur15, Cen17, Kru17, Lio15, Oos15]. paperbäck [Bra15, Cen14, Hea15, Hei14a, Jar90, Kie14, LF15, Lep14, Mol14b, Mul83, Nau98]. Papers [Bar13b, BHS1, Duk05, For70b, For71b, For71c, Gin92a, Gin99e, Had84, Jas96b, Ken85, Mi180, Min00, Oos97a, Rad90, Ste65, War78, Wis06, TH79, Wil87a]. Papirologica [Jon97]. Papyrri [Gol00]. Papyrus [Jon97, Jon16]. Paradigm [Rav73]. Paradigmatic [Hei12]. Paradigms [Het94]. Paradosis [Bar18]. Paradox [Hos85c, Sch70, Tip88a, Tip88b]. Paradoxes [Wes13]. Paralipomena [Sha02]. Paralipömens [Mal10, Ano15f]. Parallax [Atk82, CT93, Sie05, Wil79, Hut91]. Parallaxes [GB09]. Parallel [EZ16, Gol11, Gol12, Mol04]. Parameters [Sal85, Wil84, Gin90c, Wil84]. Parapegma
Philosophers [Don79, Don98, Kre82, Mil04].
Philosophical [Ano15f, Don71b, Eis96, Jar90, Kel83, Llo94, Mol93, Ree16].
Philosophy [Ben81a, Don02, Gin96d, GM03, GB86, Hos00c, Lat00, Mar14, Mol70, Rap15b, Swe01, Wes94]. phisicos [dA17].
Phoenix [Sch78]. Photograph [Bec00].
Photographic [Gin12a, Hen99a, Hen99b, SS16, Sta04]. Photographique [LH05]. Photographs [Bec13, Ben87a, Kes10, POH96].
Photography [Lan83, Ost94]. Photomechanical [Pan95]. Photometer [Sta00b]. Photometry [Li99].
Photsosphere [TMG02]. Physical [Ano84b, Bur10, Dar91, Dog87, Edd82, Gra76, Hos73, Kra12, Mur95, Sch82, Swe01].
Physicist [Omo17]. Piazzi [Eva87a, Hos88, CMO11, Ser90].
Pizza [Swe75]. Pima [Gin08]. Pivotal [Hos76a]. Pivots [Kok98].
Cro15, Cro00, Dic99, Gin97c, Lan82, Rea84, Rea92, Sad90, Sch82, Wil97, Wil02, Yeo07, She14, Sul12]. planétaire
[Ano83b, Pou83, Nor82]. Planétaires
[Van86]. Planetaria [Kru08]. Planetarians [Mul80]. Planetarium
[Ack10, Ano73f, Mcu75, Tur75, Van99].
Planetarium [Byr11, Pan12, Mal13, Ped81, Hus13, Bar13a, Swe73]. Planetary [Ano13a, AH94, ABB03, Ber97b, BSL86, Bri98, CG13, Coo97, CO13, Dek08a, Doe00, Doe05, Duk04, Duk09, Eas00, ECT10, Gol97, GC13, Gra05c, HS1, Hos14e, Hub83, Jon04, KH73, Kno90b, LG12, LD12, Mac93, McC04, Mul80, Mur95, Omo11b, Pin70, Pin71b, Pl016b, Sch80, Smi97, Ste09, Ste01, Ste03, Ste06a, SH1, Swe72, Swe73, Swe75, Swe04a, Van94a, Vll88, Wes90, Wh172, Wh173b, Wh74, Yan86, Yeo88, Pou83, Gin91b, Coh86a, Gra05c]. Planeten [Hub83].
Planetenaufdruck [Oes10].
Planetentheorie [Whi02]. Planétes
[Nor82, Kre81a]. Planetology [Str93].
Planets [Bau87, CTE12, CH92, Cro12, Cro90, Doe00, Eas00, Gin72, Moz13a, Mul80, Rea84, SB12, Swe84, Swe89, Swe17a, Van98a, Gin91b, Bri98, Eas96, Mor97, Rea81].
Planisonerologo [Tur90a, Tur90a]. Planispheric [Gib78]. Plaines [Nor82, Kre81a]. Planispheric
[Kit07]. Planetary [Cha00, GT00, Kno90b, Llo11]. Planaria
[Dr37]. Planwright [Fal14, Wlo15].
Pleasing [Het76a]. Pléthon
[Cha00, Her99a, Tih98]. Pliny
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[McC91, GB95]. **Plumbline** [CR11].

Plumed [FA97]. **Plumian** [Moo94].

Plurality [Far04, Fei90, O’B88, Bro83].

Plus [Cha09]. **Pluto** [Ye07, Lan82, Rea81, Lan82, Rea81, Rea84, Rea92]. **Pocket** [Gin91b, McCS2, Par90, Wil04].

**Pocket-Sized** [Wil04].

Poésie [Bla01].

Poetic [Wes93]. **Poetics** [Wes93]. **Poetry** [Bla01].

Point [Eva93a, Moz13a, Not14a, PC89]. **Pointer** [ASCE14, Tur15].

Points [SBF07b, SBF07a].

Poklady [Gin91b].

Poland [Ave95, Prz79, Prz79, Rav81, Rav92]. **Pocket-Sized** [Wil04].

Polär [Dew82].

Polaris [Far96].

Polarklichts [Sis87]. **Pole** [TQ17, Wil79]. **Polemic** [Bal85]. **Policies** [Tan99]. **Policy** [Hir92].

Polish [God07, God16, Rav81].

Politecnica [Cen17].

Política [Hei14a, Gli88, Gra12a].

Political [How05, God16, Rav72]. **Politica** [Cen17].

Possible [Dib76, Hos97c, TTT75, VSH93].

Post [Gin83b, Hen08, McC04, OT13, Sul02].

Post-Darwinian [Hen08]. **Post-Galilean** [Gin83b]. **Post-War** [Sul02]. **Postage** [LF15]. **Postclassic** [Ald03]. **Poszukiwanie** [God07]. **Potential** [RMH91, RM92].

Potsdam [Eel83]. **Potsdamer** [Eel83].

Poule [Nor82]. **Poverty** [PC89]. **Power** [Ano06a, Ave11, Ben76b, DeV98, GH07, McC98b, Riip15, Tho90a, War08, McC98b].

Pp [Ano15f, Apt14, Ave95, Bal15, Bel14a, Bel14b, Bra15, Bro90, Bur15, Car86, Cen14, Cen17, CWW17, Cha15b, Cro15, Dev14b, Eva17, Gan15, Ger17, GG14, Had84, Hal03, Hea15, Hey14a, Hey14b, Hey15b, Jar90, Kesi15, Kle14, Kru15, Lau14, LF15, Lep14, Lip15, Llo15, Mal15, Mar14, Mes15, Mir17, Mol14b, ML14, Mul83, Nau98, Oes15, Oos15, Qua17, Rad90, Rap15a, Rem15, Rob86, Roc17, Rot17, Sch15, Sha14, Smi96, Sul14, Swi17c, Too95, Wes97, Wil15, Wlo15].

Prachatic [Nor02]. **Practica** [Gre10]. **Practical** [Ben92, Dew00, Gin91b, McC82, Dav08, Dun92, Gin91b]. **Practicas** [Iwa96].

Practice [Eva04, Joh10, KD98, McC03, Sha94b, Sta04, Voe01, You86, dJ12, Hol10b].

Practices [Ban13, Ben87b, CK07, MJT03, Pan94b, Pan95]. **Praktika** [Gin03e].

Practique [Thy10a].

Prague [Kre05, Tur70a, Mor14, Tur70a]. **Praise** [Dan11, Don7a]. **pra`ka’saka** [Pin84].

Pratiques [Hos00b]. **Praxis** [Gin91b].

Präzisionspendeluhren [Bre13].

Pre [Ano73a, BEM98, BCB+99b, Car76, Don73c, ESBG96, ESBG97, EBB+01, Gol72, Gol96b, Hiv81, Pum11, Sal97, Spr92, SS98a, Thi88].

Pre-Columbian [Car76, Ano73a, Hiv81, Spr92].

Pre-Hispanic [ESBG96, ESBG97].

Pre-Islamic [BEC+99b, EBB+01, Gol72].

Pre-Jesuit [SS98a]. **Pre-keplerian** [Don73c].

Pre-Modern [Sal97].

Pre-Roman [BEC98]. **Pre-Telescopic** [Gol96b, Pum11, Thi88]. **Preacher** [Gue12].

Precession [Gol75, Gol94, Har79, Pin72, VWH97].

Portuguese [CG10, Ave95, HS99, HVT+01, LN09].

Portó: [Liu00]. **Portents** [Cam11].

Portrait [Gin77c, One73]. **Portraits** [Gin81b, Gin81b]. **Portrayed** [Han12].

Portugal [CG10, Hos97c, HS99, HVT+01, LN09].

Position [Bot76, Gap15]. **Positions** [Ano13a, CG13, Coh86a, Gin00b, Hub83].

Post-Copernican [OT13].

Post-Darwinian [Hen08]. **Post-Galilean** [Gin83b]. **Post-War** [Sul02]. **Postage** [LF15]. **Postclassic** [Ald03]. **Poszukiwanie** [God07]. **Potential** [RMH91, RM92].

Potsdam [Eel83]. **Potsdamer** [Eel83].

Poule [Nor82]. **Poverty** [PC89]. **Power** [Ano06a, Ave11, Ben76b, DeV98, GH07, McC98b, Riip15, Tho90a, War08, McC98b].

Pp [Ano15f, Apt14, Ave95, Bal15, Bel14a, Bel14b, Bra15, Bro90, Bur15, Car86, Cen14, Cen17, CWW17, Cha15b, Cro15, Dev14b, Eva17, Gan15, Ger17, GG14, Had84, Hal03, Hea15, Hey14a, Hey14b, Hey15b, Jar90, Kesi15, Kle14, Kru15, Lau14, LF15, Lep14, Lip15, Llo15, Mal15, Mar14, Mes15, Mir17, Mol14b, ML14, Mul83, Nau98, Oes15, Oos15, Qua17, Rad90, Rap15a, Rem15, Rob86, Roc17, Rot17, Sch15, Sha14, Smi96, Sul14, Swi17c, Too95, Wes97, Wil15, Wlo15].

Prachatic [Nor02]. **Practica** [Gre10].

Practical [Ben92, Dew00, Gin91b, McC82, Dav08, Dun92, Gin91b]. 

Practicas [Iwa96].

Practice [Eva04, Joh10, KD98, McC03, Sha94b, Sta04, Voe01, You86, dJ12, Hol10b].

Practices [Ban13, Ben87b, CK07, MJT03, Pan94b, Pan95]. **Praktika** [Gin03e].

Practique [Thy10a].

Prague [Kre05, Tur70a, Mor14, Tur70a]. **Praise** [Dan11, Don7a]. **pra`ka’saka** [Pin84].

Pratiques [Hos00b]. **Praxis** [Gin91b].

Präzisionspendeluhren [Bre13].

Pre [Ano73a, BEM98, BCB+99b, Car76, Don73c, ESBG96, ESBG97, EBB+01, Gol72, Gol96b, Hiv81, Pum11, Sal97, Spr92, SS98a, Thi88].

Pre-Columbian [Car76, Ano73a, Hiv81, Spr92].

Pre-Hispanic [ESBG96, ESBG97].

Pre-Islamic [BEC+99b, EBB+01, Gol72].

Pre-Jesuit [SS98a]. **Pre-keplerian** [Don73c].

Pre-Modern [Sal97].

Pre-Roman [BEC98]. **Pre-Telescopic** [Gol96b, Pum11, Thi88]. **Preacher** [Gue12].

Precession [Gol75, Gol94, Har79, Pin72, VWH97].
vH87, Cam09, Cau08, Don93, Hal93,
Nor04, Par86, SS08, vB17. Renässansen
[Sha07a]. Renato [LF15]. Renovación
[Hei14a, Gra12a]. Replacement [Mer92].
Replicability [Holl10b]. Report
[Ano94a, Ano96a, Car00, Siv05]. Reports
[Jon76, NRKN16]. Representation
[Fle92, Mea02, Hen76]. Representations
[Pan94b, Pan95]. Representing [Eva06].
Reprint [Gin78c]. Reprinted
[Hei99, Ken85, Rem08]. Reprints [Mit86].
Reproduction [Pan95]. Republic
[Hal03, Siv05, Gre16]. Republik [For70a].
Reputation [Cas16]. Reputed [Ome73].
Research [Ano73f, AR86, Bla98b, Bru98,
Cha88, Coo75, Dew00, Gen90a, Mac15,
Mead02, Mir17, Pau81, Pio16b, RS18, SB72a,
SB72b, TQ17, Wea90, Cun16, Sis85, Wea90].
Researched [Van96]. Researches
[SV17, For76, Ano15f]. Residence [Hos12c].
Resolutae [Cha98]. Resolute [DeV89].
Resolution [Hos90]. Response [Ano99a].
Responses [Swe17b]. Rest [Sha87a].
Restored [Mol14b]. Restoring
[Cas16, Mol14b]. Resultados [Ave87].
Resurrection [Bla98b]. Retirement
[Ano07h], rétrogradation [Par85].
Retrogradations [Swe84]. Retrograde
[Mac98]. Retrying [Gin05d]. Return
[Bro85, Wa86b, Wi93]. Rev [Don71b].
Revelation [Mar03]. Revenge [Hos06d].
Reverent [Gin01b]. Review
[Ack05, Ack10, Ait82, Ait86, Ald97, Ald09,
Ald11, Ali71, And90, And00, Ano73c,
Ano75c, Ano76b, Ano76c, Ano77a, Ano84b,
Ano84a, Ano97b, Ano03a, Ano06a, Ans05,
App02, App05, Apte89, Apte99, Apte14, Arm70,
Arm72, Arm73, Arm74, Arm95, Ash72,
Ash79a, Ash79b, Ash00, Ash82, Ash86,
Ash87, Atw79, Aub12, Ave87, Ave92, Ave94,
Ave95, Ave97, Ave09, Ave11, Axw17, Azz06,
Bak15, Ban13, Bar05, Bar13b, Bat87, Bat90,
Bec99a, Bec10, Bec15, Bed80, Bed10, Bee71,
Bel77, Bel07, Bel09a, Bel14a, Bel01a, Bel06,
Bel09b, Bel11, Bel14b, Ben76a, Ben82a,
Ben84, Ben87a, Ben87b, Ben91a, Ben91b,
Ben93a, Ben99, Ben09, Ben13, Ber70, BS73,
Ber74, Ber81, Ber82, Ber89, Ber94, Ber97a,
Ber01, Ber92, Ber97b, Ber12, Ber14, Bia04].
Review
[Big10, Bla98a, Bla98b, Bla91b, Bla97, Bla79,
Bhu00, Bok73, Bol05, Bol10, Bon76,
Bon09a, Bon11, Bon12, Bow83, Bow10,
Bra90, Bra15, Bra05, Bre00, Bre13, Bre11,
Bri98, Bri01b, Bri05, Bro91a, Bro83, Bro96,
Bro10, Bro90, Bri78, Bru78a, Bru82, Bru96,
Bru09, Bry81, Bur82, Bur84, Bur15, Bur80,
Bur10, Cam02, Cam11, Can12, Can09, CL05,
CL08, Cap12, Car88, Car76, Car86, Car97,
Car99, Cau08, Cau17, Cen14, Cen17, Cer97,
Cer99, Cha00, Cha95, Cha89, CT12,
Cha15b, Cha75, CM10, Cla98, Cog08,
Coh79, Coh80, Coh86a, Coh91, Coh95,
Coh97, Coh99, CS02b, CJ05, Coh75, Coh97,
Coo00, Cor83, Cot71, Cyo79, Cro15,
Cro00, Cro08, Cro12, Dal01, Dan04b, Dan11,
Dan12a, Dan12b, Dar91, Dav06, Dav08].
Review
[De 13, Dev85b, Dev85a, Dev89, Dev96,
Dev98, Dev00a, Dev02a, Dev03, Dev05,
Dev07, Dea94, Déb87, Déb91, Déb05, Déb13,
Dek12, Den00, Dev14a, Dev14b, Dev70,
Dew79, Dew87, Dew00, Die82, Die90, Die95,
Die97a, Die99, Die00a, Die00b, Die06, Die09,
Die13b, Dij09, Din73, Dob77, Dob79, Dob83b,
Dob83a, Dob86, Dob92, Dob96, Dob99a,
Dob00, Doe94, Doe00, Doe01, Doe05, Doe08,
Dog87, Don71b, Don71a, Don73a, Don73b,
Don79, Don82b, Don82a, Don86, Don88a,
Don92, Don98, Don00, Don02, Don09, Dra80,
Dra84a, Dra90, Dru84, Duk10, Duk11,
Duk12, Dun92, Dun13, Dup08, Dup14,
Eag08a, Eaq08b, Eas89, Eas96, Eas10,
Edd71a, Edd74, Edd80, Edd82, Edd86,
Edm84, Eel74, Eel83, Eis85, Eis88a, Eis88b,
Eis96, Eis03, Ell85, Ell08, Eng02, Eva82].
Review
[Eva86, Eva87a, Eva88, Eva89, Eva92,
Eva93a, Eva93b, Eva00, Eva02, Eva05, Eva06, Eva07, Eva08, Eva09a, Eva09b, Eva11, Eva12, Eva13, Eva17, Fan05, Fan09, Fat00, Fei84, Fei86, Fei90, Fei95, Fei03, Fei13, Fei02, Fin90, Fin91, Fin10, Fle73, For70a, For73, For81, For82, For83, Gal83, Gan15, Gau10, Gau17, Gen87, Gen90b, Gen92b, Gen96, Ger17, Gib78, Gib82, Gin70a, Gin72, Gin75b, Gin75a, Gin76, Gin77b, Gin77d, Gin77c, Gin78a, Gin78c, Gin78b, Gin80a, Gin80b, Gin80c, Gin81a, Gin81b, Gin81c, Gin82a, Gin82b, Gin82c, Gin83a, Gin83b, Gin84b, Gin84a, Gin85a, Gin85c, Gin85b, Gin85d, Gin85e, Gin86a, Gin86b, Gin87b, Gin87a, Gin87c, Gin88a, Gin88b, Gin89a, Gin89b, Gin89c, Gin90c, Gin90d, Gin90a, Gin90b, Gin90e, Gin90f, Gin91a, Gin91b, Gin91d, Gin91c, Gin92b, Gin92a, Gin92c, Gin93, Gin94, Gin95, Gin96b, Gin96c, Gin96a, Gin96d, Gin97a, Gin97b, Gin97c, Gin97d, Gin98, Gin99b, Gin99a, Gin99c, Gin99d, Gin99e, Gin90a, Gin90b, Gin90c, Gin90d, Gin90e, Gin91c, Gin91g, Gin91d, Gin91e, Gin91b, Gin91a, Gin91f, Gin92a, Gin92b, Gin92c, GHIB02, Gin03a, Gin03b, Gin03c, Gin03d, Gin03e, Gin03f, Gin03g, GM03, Gin04b, Gin04a, Gin04c, Gin05b, Gin05a, Gin05c, Gin05d, Gin06a, Gin06b, Gin06c, Gin07a, Gin07b, Gin08, Gin10a, Gin10c, Gin10b, Gin11a, Gin11b, Gin11c, Gin12b, Gin12c, Gin12a, Gin13b, Gin14, Gin15, Gle04, Gle07, Gle88, God07, God13, Goee09, Gol73a, Gol87a, Gol72, Gol73b, Gol76, Gol87b].

Review
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